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Underwater glider (UG) is one of the most promising autonomous observation

platforms for long-term ocean observation, which can glide through seawater

columns by adjusting its buoyancy and attitude. Hydrodynamic shape,

especially the wing parameters, has an important influence on the glide

performance of UG. In this paper, a sweep wing strategy inspired by the swift

wings is proposed to apply pre-adjustable sweep wings for UGs, so as to

improve the glide performance in different glide conditions. The approximate

model that describes the relationship between the hydrodynamic coefficients

of UG and the wing sweep angles is established with computational fluid

dynamics method. By importing the approximate models into the dynamic

model, the glide performance analysis, including endurance ability and

trajectory accuracy, is performed to analyze the effect of the various sweep

wings. The analysis results indicate that different sweep angles of wings are

required by UG to obtain the optimal ability in gliding range, gliding duration,

turn and resisting current, and the sweep wing strategy is useful for UG to

improve its performance in observation mission due to the uncertainty of

ocean environment.

KEYWORDS

underwater glider, sweep wing strategy, glide performance, computational fluid
dynamics, approximate model
Introduction

Animals have been the bio-inspirational source for some novel concepts of

locomotion (Triantafyllou and Triantafyllou, 1995), sensing (Yang et al., 2010; Miller,

2018) and the intelligent control (Low and Willy, 2006) of underwater vehicles, which

have the adaptability to changes in the environment and the ability for self-repair of the

system. Thus, bionic underwater robots have become one of the focuses of robotics in
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recent years because of their high flexibility and intelligence

(Zeng et al., 2006). However, there may exist a certain difference

between the human-made systems and the biological systems in

design space.

Instead of proving general benefits of biological systems, this

paper aims to investigate the usefulness of the wings with various

sweep angles (various sweep wings for short) based on bio-

inspired for underwater gliders (UGs). In fact, nature’s flyers

have been excellent inspirations of various air vehicles. A lot of

efforts have been made to mimic bio-flight mechanisms in order

to achieve similar aerodynamic performances, such as lift and

thrust enhancement and high stability with minimal power

consumption (Rojratsirikul, 2013).

The morphing wings generally have a variable shape or

structure. According to their morphing strategies and objectives,

morphing wings are classified into different categories, mainly

involving variable camber (Pendleton et al., 2000), variable

thickness (Popov et al., 2010), twist morphing (Raither et al.,

2013), span morphing (Vale et al., 2011), variable sweep (Powers

et al., 1992) and folding wing (Wang and Dowell, 2011). From

smaller air vehicles to larger unmanned aerial vehicles and

human-powered hang gliders, many attempts have been made

to improve the vehicle performance using concepts found in

nature. The concept of variable sweep wing was adopted for

military fighter aircraft from the 1950s, primarily to achieve

higher supersonic cruising speeds (Li et al., 2018). Kilgore (1971)

measured aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability in

pitch and in yaw and the effective-dihedral parameter for two

configurations of a model of a variable-sweep-wing multimission

military airplane by using a small-amplitude forced-oscillation

mechanism. Bulekov and Teryev (1972) investigated the

dynamics of variable sweep wings aircraft in the course of

changing geometry. Dobbs et al. (1985) tested the two

dynamically scaled 0.1 scale composite semispan variable

sweep wing models. Gursul et al. (2006) investigated spectral

features of separated flows over various low-sweep wings, their

relation to the observed optimum frequencies, and the effect of

wing sweep angle.

The influence of bird wings on artificial vehicles was firstly

reflected in Leonardo da Vinci’s studies of a fluid and

aerodynamic forces over a bird wing (Videler, 2006), based on

which Otto Lilienthal built a large glider and flew it successfully

(Jones and Platzer, 2009). A great number of flapping-wing

micro air vehicles (Krashanitsa et al., 2009) have been designed

and developed inspired by the flapping flights of birds. Besides

flapping, bird wings can also sweep back, as can be seen on a

swift (Lentink et al., 2007), based on which (Summers and

Mahannah, 2008) studied what airplane designers could learn

from the shape-changing wings of birds. In addition, flight

mechanism of insects has greatly motivated air vehicle

designers, especially when the size of the vehicle is the main

concern. Ellington (1999) presented the detailed aerodynamic

characteristics of an insect-based flying machine in an attempt to
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provide a design for flapping wing micro air vehicles. Van

Breugel et al. (2008) designed a flapping hovering micro air

vehicle taking advantage of the clap and fling mechanisms of

insects, which considered four pairs of wings. Wood (2008)

designed an insect-sized micro air vehicle inspired by dipteran

insects capable of vertical liftoff with external control and power.

The research team at Harvard Microrobotics Laboratory

developed another insect-sized flapping wing micro air vehicle

inspired by the biology of a bee and the insect’s hive behavior

(Wood et al., 2012). Tanaka et al. (2011) investigated the effect of

wing flexibility on lift generation using an at-scale model to

develop an artificial hoverfly wing.

As a kind of ocean observation platform, UG is widely

applied in oceanographic sensing and data collection, due to

its advantages of low cost and long gliding range (Rudnick et al.,

2004; Rudnick, 2016; Sánchez et al., 2020; Petritoli et al., 2021).

UG can dive or climb in the seawater column by adjusting its

buoyancy, and the horizontal motion can be realized with the lift

generated by its wings (Yang et al., 2022). The hydrodynamic

shape, especially the wing shape, has a major impact on the glide

performance of UG. The investigations in recent years have

provided numerous results related to the wing shape design.

Lyu et al. (2019) investigated the impact of winglet on

hydrodynamic performance and gliding trajectory of a

blended-wing-body UG. Javaid et al. (2017) investigated the

effect of two different wing shapes, rectangular and tapered

wings, on the hydrodynamic characteristics and dynamic

stability of UG to determine the optimal shape. Sun et al.

(2019) proposed a kind of controllable wing mechanism for a

hybrid-driven underwater glider, which can be deployed and

stowed like a cicada wing to improve the maneuverability in

propulsion mode. Wang et al. (2017) designed controllable

wings for the hybrid UG, which have adjustable/variable angle

of attack, sweep angle and aspect ratio to adapt to different

motion modes.

The above investigations have provided some designs related

to the wing shape or controllable wing mechanism, but there still

exist the following problems. (1) When the wing sweep angle

changes, the hydrodynamic coefficients of UG will be variable.

To analyze the glide performance of UG with various sweep

wings, the relationship between the hydrodynamic coefficients

and the wing sweep angles needs to be expressed, which is rarely

researched. (2) Due to the variety of ocean observation mission,

different glide performance, such as endurance, turn ability and

ability of resisting current, are required to execute mission in the

complicated and variational ocean environment. However, few

studies have analyzed the change of glide performance with the

altering of sweep wings.

This paper introduces a sweep wing strategy inspired by the

swift wings, which is proposed to apply pre-adjustable sweep

wings before the deployment of UGs, so as to improve the glide

performance in different glide conditions. The approximate

model technology is applied to express the relationship
frontiersin.org
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between the hydrodynamic coefficients and the wing sweep

angles, by importing which into the dynamic model the glide

performance analysis of UG with various sweep wings is

performed. This paper investigates the usefulness of the sweep

wing strategy for UGs, which provides a reference for design and

selection of wing sweep angle to improve UG performance.
Sweep wing strategy

Gliding birds continually change the shape and size of their

wings, presumably to exploit the profound effect of wing

morphology on aerodynamic performance (Tucker, 1987;

Rosen and Hedenstrom, 2001). Swift wings can realize the

change of shape due to the articulated skeleton under

muscular control, and the changing overlap between feathers

allows continuous changes in wing shape and wing size. As

shown in Figure 1, the swift can increase sweep angle of its wings

from 5° to 50°, which decreases wing area and aspect ratio by

roughly one-third (Lentink et al., 2007). The swift can control

the force coefficient by altering wing shape, angle of attack and

speed. It sweeps the wings back at high flight speeds, and spread

the wings at low speeds.

In this study, the bio-inspired strategy mainly refers to flight

modes realized by swift based on variable sweep wing, which

belongs to the bionics offlight mode. Similar to the swift, the UG

also has two glide modes according to the specific observation

mission, including the regular low-speed glide and the high-

speed glide when passing through a current. To obtain a smooth

high-density dataset (Benoit-Bird et al., 2018) and sample

turbulent waters for longer duration (Fer et al., 2014), the UG

generally adopts the wings with a small sweep angle to realize

low-speed glide, which is the better appropriate glide mode in

certain situations. According to Leonard et al. (2007), slow, high-

endurance vehicles might be more useful for larger scales,
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
whereas fast, low-endurance vehicles might serve better

collecting data over smaller scales. However, when passing a

strong eddy boundary (Jones et al., 2014) and high currents

(Claus et al., 2010; Carneiro et al., 2021), the UG needs to adopt

the wings with a large sweep angle to obtain a high speed.

Therefore, by simulating the flight modes of swift with variable

sweep angle, the UG can be equipped with pre-adjustable sweep

wings to realize different motion modes and carry out different

observation missions more perfectly.

In this paper, a sweep wing strategy inspired by the actual

swift wings is established, as shown in Figure 2. The wings are

articulated with the body of UG, L is the wing span. Figure 2B

shows the relationship between the wing area and the aspect

ratio with sweep angle qs which can change from 7° to 60°. The

area of single wing Swing is described rectangle OAiBiDi at

arbitrary sweep angle qsi, which can be calculated as

Swing = b1 + b0ð Þl0 cos qs0 − b20 tan qsi − qs0ð Þ (1)

where b0 and b1 are chord of the wing root and tip, respectively,

and l0 is the length of wing leading edge.

The wing aspect ratio l is described with the average chord

bav simple because that is not a standard rectangle.

bav =
2Swing

2l0 cos qsi + D
(2)

l =
2l0 cos qsi + Dð Þ2

2Swing
(3)

where D is the glider diameter.

The corresponding variations of the wing area and the aspect

ratio are shown in Figure 3, which indicates that the wing area

and the aspect ratio decrease from 0.183 m2 and 4.8 to 0.138 m2

and 2.8 respectively when the sweep angle increases from 7°

to 60°.
A B

FIGURE 1

Swift (A) and its wings (B) (Lentink et al., 2007).
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Dynamic modeling of UG

This paper takes Petrel-L underwater glider (Yang et al.,

2019), developed by Tianjin University, China, as the research

object, and the structure of the glider is shown in Figure 4.

Petrel-L can adjust its buoyancy by transferring the oil between

the internal oil tank and the external bladder, which leads to its

vertical motion. The horizontal motion is realized by the lift

generated by its wings. Thus, UG moves follow the zigzag

trajectory. By translating and rotating the movable internal

mass block, the attitude of UG can be adjusted. To analyze the

glide performance of UG with various sweep wings, a dynamic

model is established in this paper.
Coordinate frames and
kinematic equations

To facilitate the subsequent deduction, three coordinate

frames are established firstly, including the inertial frame E-
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
XYZ, body frame O-xyz and velocity frame O’-x’y’z’ shown in

Figure 5. The origin of inertial frame is fixed to the initial

location of UG on the sea surface, in which the motion trajectory

of UG can be expressed. The direction of the X-axis is same as

the initial heading of UG on the sea surface, and the direction of

the Z-axis is vertically downward with the sea surface. The origin

of the body frame is fixed to the center of buoyancy. The

direction of the x-axis is coincident with that of the axis of

UG, and the direction of the z-axis is vertically downward with

the x-axis. As for the velocity frame, the origin of it coincides

with the body frame and the O’-x’ axis points to the velocity

direction of UG. The O’-z’ axis is vertically downward with the

O’-x’ axis, which is in the plane O-xz. Other axes are determined

by right-hand rule.

The position and the attitude of UG in the inertial frame can

be expressed by position vector b= [X, Y, Z]T and h= [j, q, y]T.
The j, q and y respectively denote the angles that the body

frame rotates along the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis from the

attitude coinciding with the internal frame, which are called

roll angle, pitch angle and yaw angle, respectively. The inertial
A B

FIGURE 3

Variations of the wing area (A) and the aspect ratio (B).
A B

FIGURE 2

Hydrodynamic shape of Petrel-L with various sweep wings. (A) Hydrodynamic shape of Petrel-L (B) Parameter of sweep wing.
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frame E-XYZ can be coincident with the body frame O-xyz after

rotating, the rotation matrix between which can be expressed as

(Fossen, 2011)

RE
B =

                   cosy cos q                                    siny cos q                           sin q

cosy sin q sinj − siny cosj      siny sin q sinj + cosy cosj     cosq sinj

cosy sin q cosj + siny sinj     siny sin q cosj − cosy sinj     cosq cosj

2
664

3
775
(4)

The rotation matrix from the body frame to the inertial

frame RB
E is the transpose of RE

B. The velocity and the angular

velocity of UG in the body frame are defined as velocity vector

V= [u, v, w]T and angular velocity vectorW= [p, q, r]T, which are

the velocities and angular velocities along the x-axis, y-axis and

z-axis respectively. The rotation matrix from the body frame to

the velocity frame can be expressed as

RB
V =

  cosa cos b       sinb       cosb sina
 − cosa sin b     cosb    − sina sin b
− sina               0               cosa

" #
(5)

Similarly, the rotation matrix from body frame to inertial

frame RV
B is the transpose of RB

V. The velocity V of UG can be

calculated as
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
V =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 + v2 + w2

p
(6)

According to the (Fossen, 2011), the angle of attack a and

the sideslip angle b can be expressed as

a = arctan
w
u

� �
(7)

b = arcsin
v
V

� �
(8)

According to the (Fossen, 2011), the kinematic differential

equations of the UG are as follows

_X

_Y

_Z

2
664

3
775 = RB

E

u

v

w

2
664

3
775 (9)

_j
_q

_y

2
664

3
775 =

1 sinj tan q cosj tan q

0 cosj − sinj

0 sinj= cos q cosj= cos q

2
664

3
775

p

q

r

2
664

3
775 (10)
FIGURE 4

Structure diagram of Petrel-L.
FIGURE 5

Coordinate frames of UG.
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Force analysis

Usually, the buoyancy of the whole UG B0 can be equivalent

to a concentrated exerted on its buoyancy center O. The net

buoyancy is denoted as DB. In the motion process, the UG is also

subjected to the gravity Gh, the gravity of the movable internal

mass block Gp, the inertial hydrodynamic force Fm, and the

viscous hydrodynamic force Fs. The additional moments may be

generated when the above forces are moved to O, which are

defined as Mb, Mh, Mp, Mm and Ms respectively (Wu

et al., 2020).

In addition, the position vector of the barycenter relative to

the origin of the body frame is denoted as rh. The position vector

of the buoyancy center of the external bladder relative to O is

denoted as rb. Under the standard state, the position vector of

the movable internal mass block barycenter relative to O is

denoted as rp. Then the position change vector of Op is denoted

as Dr. Here rh, rb, rp and Dr are all expressed in the body frame.

Since the directions of both gravity and buoyancy are always

parallel to the Z-axis of the inertial frame, in the body frame, the

expressions of Gh, Gp, B0, DB, Mh, Mp and Mb are (Wu et al.,

2020)

Gh

Mh

" #
=

RE
B 0 0 mhgð ÞT

 rh � Gh

" #
(11)

Gp

Mp

" #
=

RE
B 0 0  mpg
� �T

   rp + Dr
� �� Gp

2
4

3
5 (12)

DB

Mb

" #
=

RE
B 0 0  − rgVbð ÞT

 rb � DB

" #
(13)

B0 = RE
B 0  0   − mh +mp

� �
g

� �T (14)

where g represents the acceleration of gravity, r is the density of

seawater, Vb is the volume change amount of the external

bladder, mp is the movable internal mass and mh is the mass

of the glider excluding mp.

Since Petrel-L is symmetrical relative to theO-xz plane in the

body frame, the expressions of the inertial hydrodynamic force

and inertial hydrodynamic moment can be expressed as

Fm

Mm

" #
= −

l11 0 0 0 0 0

0 l22 0 0 0 l26
0 0 l33 0 l35 0

0 0 0 l44 0 0

0 0 l35 0 l55 0

0 l26 0 0 0 l66

2
666666666664

3
777777777775

_V

_W

" #
(15)
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where l11, l22 and l33 represent the added mass; l44, l55 and l66
represent the added moment of inertia; l26, l35, l53 and l62
represent the added static moment.

According to (Jones et al., 2002; Fossen, 2011), the viscous

hydrodynamic force Fs = [D, SF, L]T and viscous hydrodynamic

moment Ms = [Mx’, My’, Mz’]
T can be expressed as

Fs

Ms

" #
=

D

SF

L

Mx 0

My 0

Mz 0

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
=

0:5r0 ║V ║2
ACD

0:5r0 ║V ║2
ACSF

0:5r0 ║V ║2
ACL

0:5r0 ║V ║2
ACx 0

0:5r0 ║V ║2
ACy 0

0:5r0 ║V ║2
ACz 0

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

(16)

where D, SF and L are the hydrodynamic forces in the velocity

frame along with the x’-axis, y’-axis and z’-axis respectively, Mx’,

My’ and Mz’ are the hydrodynamic moments in the velocity

frame along with the x’-axis, y’-axis and z’-axis respectively, r0 is
the in-situ density, A is the cross sectional area of UG, CD, CSF

and CL are hydrodynamic force coefficients and Cx’, Cy’ and Cz’

hydrodynamic moment coefficients, which can be obtained by

experimental and computational fluid dynamics method.
Dynamic modeling

The dynamic model of UG is established by the linear

momentum theorem and angular momentum theorem. Due to

the neglect of the changing process of control parameters values,

the dynamics modeling omits the mutual movement process

between the movable internal mass block and the glider body.

In the inertial frame, the linear momentum and the angular

momentum of UG relative to E are defined as PE and LE. In the

body frame, the linear momentum and the angular momentum

of UG relative toO are defined as PB and LB. Since the barycenter
of the whole UG does not coincide with O, PB and LB can be

expressed as

PB

LB

" #
=

mh +mp

� �
V +W � rg
� �

JoW + mh +mp

� �
rg � V

" #
(17)

where Jo represents the inertia tensor of UG relative to the body

frame, which is obtained based on the inertia tensor Jp of the

movable internal mass block relative to its barycenter, the inertia

tensor Jh of UG relative to its barycenter and the parallel axis

theorem, rg represents the position vector of the whole glider

barycenter relative to O shown as

rg = mhrh +mp rp + Dr
� �� �

= mh +mp

� �
(18)
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According to the kinematic relation, there are

_b = RB
EV

_R
B
E = RB

EŴ

(
(19)

PE = RB
EPB

LE = RB
ELB + b� PE

(
(20)

where the operators ^maps a vector to the matrix representation

of the vector cross product operator (Leonard and Graver, 2001).

According to the Newton’s second law, there is

_PE = f

_LE = t + b� f

(
(21)

where f and t are the resultant force and resultant moment in the

inertial frame, respectively. According to the Eq. (18) and Eq.

(21), there is

f = RB
EŴ PB + _R

B
EPB

t + b� f = RB
EŴ LB + RB

E
_LB + b� _PE + RB

EV � RB
EPB

(
(22)

The resultant force F and resultant moment M in the body

frame can be ascertained by sum of Eq. (11) to Eq. (16).

_PB = PB �W + F

_LB = LB �W + PB � V +M

(
(23)

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (20), Eq. (21) can be obtained

as

mh +mp

� �
_V + _W � rg

� �
= mh +mp

� �
V +W � rg
� �� W + F

Jo _W + mh +mp

� �
rg � _V = JoW + mh +mp

� �
rg � V

� ��W + mh +mp

� �
V +W � rg
� �� V +M

8<
:

(24)

Combining Eq. (9), Eq. (10) and Eq. (24), the dynamic

model of UG is established.
Viscous hydrodynamic coefficients
of UG with various sweep wings

The correctness of the dynamic model established above has

been verified by Petrel-L glider in our previous work (Yang et al.,

2021). However, it cannot be directly used in the motion

simulation of UG with various sweep wings due to its variable

hydrodynamic coefficients, including CD, CSF, CL, Cx’, Cy’ and Cz’.

Usually, these hydrodynamic coefficients of a constant

hydrodynamic shape can be obtained by computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) method. For a variable hydrodynamic shape of

UG with various sweep wings, it will lead to low efficiency, large

time consumption, and huge amount of data to carry out

performance analysis by directing combing hydrodynamic

numerical simulation. In this paper, an approximate model is
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
applied to replace the fluid computation, which is commonly

used in complex engineering design to minimize the

computational expense of running complex and high-fidelity

simulations (Sobester et al., 2008).

Approximate model, established by a few sample points, is

based on the mathematical statistics, which can replace the

complex engineering model and be used in optimization with

the premise of ensuring reasonable accuracy. Compared with the

traditional engineering model, the optimization with the

approximate model has the advantages of low computation

and high computational efficiency, which can effectively relieve

the calculation pressure, shorten the development cycle, reduce

the cost, and improve the hydrodynamic performance. It is a

common technical method for engineering optimization

problems with many design variables and high test cost.

In this study, the establishment process of approximate

model can be summarized as follows.
Numerical experimental design

Experimental design is an important branch of mathematical

statistics, which studies how to arrange the test scheme and

improve the rationality of test sample distribution to reduce the

impact of test error, and make the experimental results used in

reasonable statistical analysis. Experimental design can be

divided into two categories according to the design idea:

classical experimental design and experimental design based

on space filling.

Classical experimental design, developed from traditional

physical experimental design, usually distributes most sample

points on the boundary of design space to reduce random error,

such as factorial designs, central composite designs and

orthogonal designs. With the continuous improvement of

computing power and the development of numerical

simulation software, the main object of experimental design

has changed from traditional physical experiment to numerical

experiment. In order to reduce the system error and improve the

space exploration of the test scheme, the sampling points should

be evenly covered throughout the design space, based on which

the experimental design based on space filling developed, such as

uniform designs, Latin hypercube designs and optimal Latin

hypercube designs.

In this study, the hydrodynamic coefficients are calculated by

CFD method, including the flume and the rotating arm pool

numerical experiment. The flume experiment is used to obtain

the hydrodynamic coefficients related to the velocity direction of

UG, the design space of which is shown in Table 1. The rotating

arm pool experiment is used to obtain the hydrodynamic

coefficients related to the angular velocities, and the design

space is shown in Table 2.
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Due to the characteristic of less design variables, this

paper adopts optimal Latin hypercube designs to sample

from the design space. In this paper, the initial number of

sample points is set as 200. As shown in Figure 6, the sample

points in the two tests uniformly distribute in the

design spaces.
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Based on the sample points in the experimental design, the

CFD is adopted to obtain the relevant hydrodynamic coefficients

for establishment of approximate models. Firstly, a parameterized

3D hydrodynamic shape of Petrel-L with pre-adjustable sweep

wings is established, as shown in Figure 7, which can change the

wing shape according to sweep angle in the sample data.

Then, the model is imported into the software ICEM to

generate the mesh. The computation domain further away from

the glider hull uses unstructured meshes, and the computational

domain closer to the glider hull uses prism meshes to enhance

the mesh quality near the glider surface. The number of grid

boundary layer nodes is 10, and the distance of the first layer grid

is adjusted to ensure y+< 5. The mesh map of computational

domain and surface for Petrel-L is shown in Figure 8.

Then, to validate the independence of the mesh for obtaining

accurate results, the drag of the case (velocity 1 m/s, angle of

attack 0°, sideslip angle 0° and sweep angle 7°) with four types of

mesh quantities have been calculated, and the results are listed in

Table 3. Considering the trade-off between simulation accuracy

and efficiency, the grid quantity of 3.343 million is finally

imported into the software ANSYS Fluent to calculate the

hydrodynamic coefficients of all cases.
TABLE 1 Design space in flume experiment.

Parameter Value range Parameter type

Angle of attack a -10°~10° Integer

Sideslip angle b -10°~10° Integer

Sweep angle qs 7°~60° Integer
TABLE 2 Design space in rotating arm pool experiment.

Parameter Value range Parameter type

Turning radius R 10 m~100 m Integer

Sweep angle qs 7°~60° Integer
A B

FIGURE 6

Sample points of the flume experiment (A) and rotating arm pool experiment (B).
FIGURE 7

Parameterized model of hydrodynamic shape.
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In terms of outflow field simulation, the computational domain

should be set large enough to avoid the influence of domain

boundary (Fu et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2021). Referring to the

above research and considering our practical situation,

computational domain of flume experiment is set as 3Lglider ×

3Lglider ×7Lglider (Lglider is the total length of the glider) in this study,

as shown in Figure 9. In addition, the computational domain of

rotating arm pool experiment is ring-shaped and set as 6Lglider ×

1.5Lglider ×1.5Lglider. The total arc length of the centerline of the ring

is 6Lglider, and the arc length along the centerline from the buoyancy

center of glider to the inlet is 2Lglider. Other boundary conditions of

computational domain are the same as flume experiment. In the

CFD solver, k-w shear stress transport turbulence model is

employed because it not only provides the best prediction of

vortex distribution around underwater vehicles but also strikes a

good balance between computational cost and convergence stability

(Jagadeesh et al., 2009).

Figure 10 show the velocity contours in the flume and

rotating arm pool numerical experiment respectively, in which

the velocity is uniformly set as 0.5 m/s.

Although the application of approximate model can reduce

the calculating amount for obtaining the hydrodynamic

coefficients of UG with various sweep wings, it will still

consume a lot of manpower to repeat the process of

calculation with CFD solver for 200 times. Thus, we construct

an automatic solution platform in software iSight by command
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streams of CATIA, ICEM and ANSYS Fluent, which can

automatically update the 3D model, divide the mesh and

calculate the coefficients according to the sample points.
Establishment of approximate model

The approximate mode is an effective tool that describes

arbitrary nonlinear system of inputs and the corresponding

outputs. The method of establishing it mainly including

polynomial fitting method, Kriging interpolation method and

neural network interpolation method. Among them, the

polynomial fitting method has a unique superiority with

relatively computational convenient and acceptable accuracy.

Therefore, the polynomial fitting method is employed to

establish approximate models in this paper based on 1stOpt

which is a general nonlinear fitting software platforms.

Before establishing the approximate models, the correlation

analysis is firstly performed with the collected data to determine

the influence rule between the design variables and the

hydrodynamic coefficients, by which we know that each

hydrodynamic coefficient shall be fitted by which variables.

The hydrodynamic coefficients obtained in flume and rotating

arm pool numerical experiment, and their relevant variables are

shown in Figures 11 and 12 respectively.

In this study, the derivative of angular velocity p in the

coefficient Cx’ is set as a constant (-0.62) due to its negligible

effect. The approximate models of hydrodynamic coefficients,

shown in Eq. (22), can be obtained with randomly selected 75%

of data points. The other 25% of the points are used to verify the

accuracy of the approximate models by contrasting the

calculation results. All of the multiple correlation coefficient

(R2) between the CFD simulations and the approximate models

are more than 0.99, which indicated that we don’t need increase

the number of sample points and the approximate models can be

imported into the dynamic model to analyze the performance of

UG with various sweep wings.
FIGURE 8

Mesh map of computational domain and surface for Petrel-L.
TABLE 3 Grid independence verification results.

Type Mesh quantity (million) Drag (N) Numerical error

1 1.171 9.0352 ~

2 1.595 9.2534 2.41%

3 2.271 9.3856 1.43%

4 3.343 9.4554 0.74%

5 4.715 9.4581 -0.03%
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CD¼ 0:418 + 24:7 − 0:14qs − 4:76� 10−4q2
s

� �
a2 + 6:19b2 + 1:69� 10−4qs − 1:97� 10−5q2

s

CSF = 6:87b

CL = −29:05 + 0:21qsð Þa
Cx 0 = −10:76ab − 0:62p

Cy 0 = −11:98 − 0:044qs + 1:84� 10−3q2
s

� �
a − 22:85 + 0:45qs − 7:06� 10−3q2

s

� �
q

Cz 0 = −1:83 + 5:82a2
� �

b − 18:34r

(22)

In Eq. (22), the unit of angle is radian. To identify the

influence of design variables on hydrodynamic coefficients, the

Sobol’ method (Sobol′, 1990) is applied, the process of which

mainly includes the following four steps. Step 1: Select

parameters. Step 2: Confirm the ranges and distributions of

parameters. Step 3: Generate samples. Step 4: Calculate the

sensitivity indexes. The sensitivity indexes can be calculated by

(Sobol′, 2001). According to sensitivity analysis results, the

sweep angle qs has an influence on the drag coefficient CD, lift
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
coefficient CL, and moment coefficient Cy’. Obviously, the CD is

mainly determined by the a and b, and qs has no significant

effect on it. Because the change of sweep angle qs directly affects
the wet-surface of wing. The CSF and b meet the linear

relationship after ignoring the high-order infinitesimal. The

influence of a and qs on CL is opposite. The increase of qs will
directly reduce the wing area and aspect ratio of wing, shown in

Figure 3, which will reduce the lift coefficient CL of UG.
Performance analysis of UG with
various sweep wings

With the demand increase of ocean observation mission in

time and space, endurance ability is gradually becoming one of

the most important factors for UGs. In addition, a high
FIGURE 9

Boundary conditions of numerical simulation in flume experiment.
FIGURE 10

Velocity contours in the CFD simulation.
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trajectory accuracy of UG is also required in some observation

missions to reduce the observation error. Thus, the endurance

ability and trajectory accuracy are referred to as the indexes to

analyze the performance of UG with various sweep wings.

Three indexes related to the endurance ability are: (1) gliding

range (expressed as the maximum glide ratio), (2) gliding

duration, and (3) turn angle (variation of heading angle) for

a given depth loss. By maximizing range or time spent gliding,

UG can satisfy the demand of some observation mission in

space and time respectively. The high trajectory accuracy

requires (4) fast turns (high angular velocity) with (5) a small

turn radius, and (6) high horizontal velocity to avoid drift in

ocean currents.
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By importing the hydrodynamic coefficients into the

dynamic model, the above indexes can be obtained to analyze

the performance of Petrel-L with various sweep wings. The net

buoyancy is set as different values due to the buoyancy loss of

UG. Thus, by giving the different net buoyancy (1-8 N) and

sweep angle (7-60°), the six indexes can be calculated, as shown

in Figures 13A–F. Figures 13A, B indicate that UG with extended

wings (qs=7°) has a larger glide ratio and duration than that with

variable sweep angle for the constant angel of attack.

Figures 13C–E indicate that there exist the optimal sweep

angles for turning, with which UG has the largest turn angle

for a depth loss (qs=35.12°), the smallest turn radius (qs=35.12°)
and the largest angular velocity (qs=36.45°). Figure 13F shows
A B

DC

E F

FIGURE 11

Hydrodynamic coefficients obtained in flume numerical experiment.
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that UG with sweep wings has a larger horizontal velocity than

that with extended wings.

Petrel-L with extended and sweep wings provided the largest

glide ratio and the best ability of resisting ocean currents

respectively. Petrel-L with a sweep angle (around 35°) of wings

has the best turn ability, which can reduce the trajectory error

caused by heading adjustment of Petrel-L.

Glide ratio and duration analyzed above can represent the

gliding range and gliding duration of swifts due to their

negligible hotel load when gliding. However, unlike the swifts,

the hotel load of UG, varying with the type of carried sensors and

sampling frequency, is an important component of energy

consumption of UG, which may have an influence on the

gliding range and duration. Thus, the gliding range and

gliding time per energy consumption unit are referred as to

the indexes to analyze the gliding range and gliding duration of

Petrel-L.

Figure 14 shows the gliding range per energy consumption

unit, denoted by e, with the different hotel loads (0.5-2 W), in

which the black points represent the maximum value with a

given net buoyancy. Figure 14 indicates that the optimal sweep

angle for largest gliding range transforms from the 60° to the 7°

with the net buoyancy for a given hotel load, where the net

buoyancy is defined as Bt. Petrel-L with sweep wings or extended

wings has larger gliding range when its net buoyancy is smaller

or larger than Bt. As shown in Figure 15, the net buoyancy Bt
increases with the hotel load.

Figure 16 shows the gliding duration per energy

consumption unit, denoted by h, with the different hotel loads

(0.5-2 W), in which the black points represent the maximum

value with a given net buoyancy. The optimal sweep angle for

gliding duration is invariable (6°) with the hotel load and net

buoyancy, which indicates that Petrel-L with extended wings has

a larger gliding duration than that with sweep wings.

To sum up, the relationship between the performance

demand of UG and its sweep angle can be obtained. (1)
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Gliding range demand. To obtain the largest gliding range,

Petrel-L need sweep back wings (60°) when the net buoyancy

is smaller than Bt, and extend wings (7°) when it is larger than Bt.

(2) Gliding duration demand. Petrel-L with extended wings (7°)

is more suitable to obtain the largest gliding duration. (3)

Trajectory accuracy demand. Petrel-L with wings (around 35°)

has a better turn ability. (4) Resisting current demand. Petrel-L

with sweep wings (60°) has a larger horizontal velocity to avoid

drift in ocean currents.

This study aims to adopt pre-adjustable sweep wings for

UGs with different glide modes in specific observation missions

to obtain better performances, which also has a great economic

value. In comparison, the wing structure with a variable sweep

angle is not an appropriate way to improve the performance of

UG, due to the complexity, weight penalty, and maintenance

requirements, concluded as follows. 1) Variable sweep wings

have the complexity of design, manufacturing and maintenance,

resulting in a high cost. 2) The driving system of variable sweep

wings will increase energy consumption and reduce the

reliability of UG which is a low-power and high-reliability

platform for long-term ocean observation. 3) It generally takes

a long time for the UG to complete an observation mission

which requires the glider to work in a relatively fixed glide mode.

Therefore, compared with variable sweep angle, the strategy

proposed in this paper of pre-adjustable sweep wings depending

on task-orientation before the deployment is an optimal

individualized design, which can balance performance and

reliability of underwater glider at the current stage.
Verification

The reliability verification of CFD method by circulating

flume test is significant and widely applied in ship and ocean

engineering fields (Wang et al., 2018; Bie and Li, 2022). To verify

the correctness of the CFDmethod and the performance analysis
A B

FIGURE 12

Hydrodynamic coefficients obtained in rotating arm pool numerical experiment.
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of Petrel-L, a circulating flume test is carried out by Petrel-L with

extended wings (7°), which can be expended to cover more of the

range of sweep angles. In the circulating flume test, the oblique

towing motion of vertical plane and horizontal plane of Petrel-L

are performed to obtain the relevant hydrodynamic coefficients.

The vertical plane measurement of Petrel-L in circulating flume

are shown in Figure 17.

In the circulating flume test, the directions of O-x axis, O-y

axis andO-z axis of the forces are directly measured. To facilitate

comparison with CFD simulation, the results of circulating

flume tests are transformed from body frame to velocity

frame. Figures 18A–F show the comparison of CFD simulation
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
results and circulating flume test results measured in horizontal

plane and vertical plane. In the figures, the fitted curve of the

experimental results is indicated with red dotted line, and the

multiple correlation coefficient R2 of fitted curve is presented.

Meanwhile, the correlation coefficient r between CFD

simulation results and flume test results is marked with red

triangles. According to analysis of R2 and r, the CFD simulation

results are basically in accordance with the flume test results.

To further analyze distribution of the error data, the

absolute error between CFD simulation and flume test is

calculated, as shown in Figure 19. The absolute error of all

case is dispersed in the interval [-2, 2], and the absolute error of
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 13

The indexes of UG with pre-adjustable sweep wings.
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A B

DC

FIGURE 14

Gliding range per energy consumption unit. (A) 0.5 W (B) 1.0 W (C) 1.5 W (D) 2.0 W.
FIGURE 15

Variation of Bt with hotel load.
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L-a and SF-b has obvious bias. The error between CFD

simulation and flume test results is analyzed, which can be

attributed to the following aspects. 1) The support frames of

UG in the flume test have a slight vibration due to water flow.
Frontiers in Marine Science 15
2) The viscosity and density of water in simulation are

inconsistent with those in the test. 3) Due to the limitation of

the size of the flume, the walls may affect hydrodynamic force

of the UG model in the test.
A B

DC

FIGURE 16

Gliding duration per energy consumption unit. (A) 0.5 W (B) 1.0 W (C) 1.5 W (D) 2.0 W.
FIGURE 17

Equipment and glider in circulating flume test.
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Conclusions

Inspired by the flight modes of swift, a sweep wing strategy is

proposed to apply pre-adjustable sweep wings before the

deployment of UGs, so as to improve the glide performance in

different glide conditions. To facilitate the performance analysis

of UG with various sweep wings, the approximate models of the

hydrodynamic coefficients are established based CFD method to

express the relationship between hydrodynamic coefficients and

wing sweep angles. By importing the approximate models into

the dynamic model of UG, the performance analysis of UG with

various sweep wings related to endurance ability and trajectory

accuracy are performed. The circulating flume test verifies the

validity of the CFD method and the following conclusions can

be drawn.
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(1) The sweep angle of wings has obviously influence on

motion performance of Petrel-L. Petrel-L with a sweep angle of

7°, 35° and 60° can obtain the largest gliding time, the best turn

ability and the best resisting current ability respectively.

(2) To obtain the largest gliding range, Petrel-L need

transform the sweep angle from 60° to 7° when the variable

net buoyancy is larger than Bt, which is determined by the hotel

load of Petrel-L.

(3) The sweep wing strategy of UG proposed in this paper is

useful for UG to obtain the optimal ability in some aspects, such

as gliding range, gliding duration, trajectory accuracy and

resisting current.

In the practical engineering, the specific ability demand of

UG, such as gliding range, gliding duration, trajectory accuracy

and resisting current ability, can be obtained from the
frontiersin.or
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FIGURE 18

Results of circulating flume test and CFD simulation.
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observation missions, and the motion strategy of UG can be

determined to obtain the optimum performance. In addition, the

strategy need be adjusted in real time due to uncertainty of ocean

environment in the process of ocean observation. Therefore, the

design and application of wing mechanism of a variable sweep

angle with lightweight, low power consumption and high

reliability will be considered to further improve the task

observation efficiency of UG in the future work.
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FIGURE 19

The absolute error of CFD simulation and flume test.
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